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What your opinion about hammer's fall (the breakers' bad boys #1) by laurie roma jared
“hammer” caufield is a former army ranger and retired professional mma champion that
had to give up his fighting career due to a knee injury. he is a bad boy through and
through, but that doesn’t stop him from craving the sweet little bakery owner, even
though he knows she is too good for him… bakery owner, kalista redford, is a woman
who has had a difficult past. she jared “hammer” caufield is a former army ranger and
retired professional mma champion that had to give up his fighting career due to a knee
injury. he is a bad boy through and through, but that doesn’t stop him from craving the
sweet little bakery owner, even though he knows she is too good for him… bakery
owner, kalista redford, is a woman who has had a difficult past. she has always
struggled with her self-esteem, and her last breakup hasn’t done anything to help
improve her opinion of herself. when kalista finds herself pursued by the dark and
dangerous man she has secretly dreamed about, will she be able to follow her heart or

will past insecurities threaten to ruin her chance at true love? ...more
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VILE BODIES: BRIGHT YOUNG THINGS (DECLINE AND FALL/VILE
BODIES #2)
evelyn waugh was known for his cutting critiques of english high—and
low—society of the 1920s and '30s. vile bodies finds him at the peak of his form.
this story of impoverished writer and high-society hanger-on adam fenwick-symes
recounts his endless attempts to wed heiress nina blount. the unforgettable cast of
zanies includes american evangelist mrs. ape, the modern mrs evelyn waugh was
Readable/Downloadable
known for his cutting critiques of english high—and low—society of the 1920s
and '30s. vile bodies finds him at the peak of his form. this story of impoverished
writer and high-society hanger-on adam fenwick-symes recounts his endless
attempts to wed heiress nina blount. the unforgettable cast of zanies includes
american evangelist mrs. ape, the modern mrs. runcible, a revolving line of prime
ministers, and the inimitable mr. chatterbox. waugh's coruscating wit and
surprisingly serious ending are well-served by this dramatic audio version. ...more

KEEP MOVING FOWARD: A BOY'S JOURNEY RIDING THE
ROLLERCOASTER CALLED CANCER: THE STORY OF A TEENAGER
WHO GRACEFULLY NAVIGATES THROUGH THE TWISTS AND
TURNS OF LIFE
nick pantalone, class valedictorian, student council president, and roller coaster
enthusiast blogs about his heroic three year battle with cancer. added dialogue
from his father, contributes to the "ride" on which nick brought his family.
proceeds from the sales of this book with benefit the four diamonds, the
Readable/Downloadable
foundation that supports families with pediatric cancer who ar nick pantalone,
class valedictorian, student council president, and roller coaster enthusiast blogs
about his heroic three year battle with cancer. added dialogue from his father,
contributes to the "ride" on which nick brought his family. proceeds from the sales
of this book with benefit the four diamonds, the foundation that supports families
with pediatric cancer who are being treated at the penn state hershey medical
center. ...more

MORE AMAZING THINGS FOR GIRLS TO MAKE AND DO:
MAGICIAN (AMAZING THINGS FOR GIRLS/BOYS)
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BUZZ BOOKS 2015: YOUNG ADULT FALL/WINTER
this edition of buzz books: young adult provides substantial pre-publication excerpts from 20 forthcoming young adult and
middle grade books. now everyone can share the same access to the newest ya voices the publishing industry is broadcasting for
the fall/winter season. excerpts include new work from established leaders in the field (james dashner, jennifer donnelly, patr
this edition of buzz books: young adult provides substantial pre-publication excerpts from 20 forthcoming young adult and
middle grade books. now everyone can share the same access to the newest ya voices the publishing industry is broadcasting for
the fall/winter season. excerpts include new work from established leaders in the field (james dashner, jennifer donnelly, patrick
ness, and lauren oliver), authors best-known for their adult books (eleanor herman and cammie mcgovern), and newsmaking
titles such as the highly graphic history of glitter and blood, illuminae, and the thing about jellyfish. you will find a full range of Readable/Downloadable
ya titles previewed here —dystopian, romance, fantasy, sci-fi, humor, literary and more — and you will find some works for
tweens and middle-grade readers. as always, many are sure to make bestseller and “best of” lists. four of our titles will be
featured at this year’s book expo america convention on their own ya or middle grade editors buzz panels: everything
everything, nightfall, this raging light, and the thing about jellyfish. plus, half of our 20 buzz books: young adult authors will be
in attendance at bea. start reading some of the best future books right now, and then share the fun by telling your friends and
family to download this free edition of buzz books for themselves at any major ebookstore or at
buzz.publishersmarketplace.com. and for even more great reads, be sure to look for buzz books 2015: fall/winter, also available
now (9780990835394), for the best in adult fiction and nonfiction. ...more
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CLUBHOUSE CONFIDENTIAL: A YANKEE BAT BOY'S INSIDER TALE
OF WILD NIGHTS, GAMBLING, AND GOOD TIMES WITH MODERN
BASEBALL'S GREATEST TEAM
the explosive, inside story of yankees players and managers by a bat boy who saw
it all you are invited to come behind the closed doors of the yankees’ clubhouse
for the ride of your life in this intimate memoir about the team’s recent glory years
and the superstars who made it all possible. for the first time ever, luis “squeegee”
castillo, bat boy and clubbie for the yan the explosive, inside story of yankees
players and managers by a bat boy who saw it all you are invited to come behind
the closed doors of the yankees’ clubhouse for the ride of your life in this intimate
memoir about the team’s recent glory years and the superstars who made it all
possible. for the first time ever, luis “squeegee” castillo, bat boy and clubbie for
the yankees from 1998 to 2005, talks about working with derek jeter, andy
pettitte, jorge posada, mariano rivera, joe girardi, bernie williams, roger clemens,
joe torre, and many other modern-day yankee greats. luis saw and heard what
Readable/Downloadable
really happened in the privacy of the clubhouse, at parties, and in hotel rooms, bar
fights, and secret meetings from miami to st. louis, from detroit to arizona, and
from toronto to new york. he even vacationed with some players and got to know
them like family, discovering their pitching and hitting secrets, joining them in
all-nighters, and learning their often hilarious methods of meeting girls and having
fun on the road. like a fly on the wall, luis takes you backstage to show you how
a-rod’s bragging when he hits home runs annoys teammates. discover how
manager joe torre checks racing results during games. hear what happens inside
the sanctity of the clubhouse after roger clemens beans mets catcher mike piazza
and then—a few months later during the 2000 world series—throws a bat at him.
find out how mariano rivera eats junk food during games, why posada routinely
fights with el duque, what jeter is really saying to players on other teams as he
rounds the bases, and so much more. everyone knows what happened on the field.
now pull up a chair and enjoy the secret stories that only luis can tell about what
really happened behind the scenes—and why. ...more

HEAVEN IS FOR REAL FOR KIDS: A LITTLE BOY'S ASTOUNDING
STORY OF HIS TRIP TO HEAVEN AND BACK
heaven is for real, and you are going to like it! colton burpo came back from his
trip to heaven with a very important message: jesus really, really loves children. in
an effort to reach even more families with this eternally significant story, this
runaway bestseller is now told from colton--kid to kids! children will receive the
same comfort and assurance that so many adu heaven is for real, and you are
going to like it! colton burpo came back from his trip to heaven with a very
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important message: jesus really, really loves children. in an effort to reach even
more families with this eternally significant story, this runaway bestseller is now
told from colton--kid to kids! children will receive the same comfort and
assurance that so many adults have received from the trade book. beautifully
illustrated under colton's direction, he shares his experiences in first person and
comments on things that will be important to kids. a letter to parents is included to
guide them as they talk to their children about heaven. scripture along with a q&a
section with answers from the bible are also included in the book. ...more

MARK IT WITH A STONE: A MOVING ACCOUNT OF A YOUNG
BOY'S STRUGGLE TO SURVIVE THE NAZI DEATH CAMPS
sandy rubenstein is the daughter of a survivor. on september 1, 1939, her father,
joseph horn, began an odyssey through one of the worst atrocities in history. horn
stayed alive while his family perished, surviving stays in the blizyn concentration
camp, auschwitz, and bergen-belsen. in her new introduction, sandy rubenstein
describes the impact of the holocaust not only o sandy rubenstein is the daughter
of a survivor. on september 1, 1939, her father, joseph horn, began an odyssey
through one of the worst atrocities in history. horn stayed alive while his family
perished, surviving stays in the blizyn concentration camp, auschwitz, and
bergen-belsen. in her new introduction, sandy rubenstein describes the impact of
the holocaust not only on the survivors, but on the children of survivors. ...more
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HEAVEN IS FOR REAL: A LITTLE BOY'S ASTOUNDING STORY OF
HIS TRIP TO HEAVEN AND BACK
"do you remember the hospital, colton?" sonja said. "yes, mommy, i remember,"
he said. "that's where the angels sang to me." when colton burpo made it through
an emergency appendectomy, his family was overjoyed at his miraculous survival.
what they weren't expecting, though, was the story that emerged in the months
that followed--a story as beautiful as it was extraordinary "do you remember the
hospital, colton?" sonja said. "yes, mommy, i remember," he said. "that's where
the angels sang to me." when colton burpo made it through an emergency
appendectomy, his family was overjoyed at his miraculous survival. what they
weren't expecting, though, was the story that emerged in the months that
followed--a story as beautiful as it was extraordinary, detailing their little boy's
trip to heaven and back. colton, not yet four years old, told his parents he left his
Readable/Downloadable
body during the surgery-and authenticated that claim by describing exactly what
his parents were doing in another part of the hospital while he was being operated
on. he talked of visiting heaven and relayed stories told to him by people he met
there whom he had never met in life, sharing events that happened even before he
was born. he also astonished his parents with descriptions and obscure details
about heaven that matched the bible exactly, though he had not yet learned to
read. with disarming innocence and the plainspoken boldness of a child, colton
tells of meeting long-departed family members. he describes jesus, the angels,
how "really, really big" god is, and how much god loves us. retold by his father,
but using colton's uniquely simple words, "heaven is for real" offers a glimpse of
the world that awaits us, where as colton says, "nobody is old and nobody wears
glasses." "heaven is for real" will forever change the way you think of eternity,
offering the chance to see, and believe, like a child. ...more

AIN'T SUPERSTITIOUS (THIRD FLATIRON ANTHOLOGIES,
VOLUME 4, FALL/WINTER 2015 #13)
let your imagination run away with you for a change. since the age of
enlightenment, it's become the norm to reject belief in miracles, revelation, magic,
or the supernatural. but it's only human to feel that delicious frisson of fear when
things get a little strange. third flatiron anthologies proudly presents "ain't
superstitious," a double issue packed with 26 stories of the let your imagination
run away with you for a change. since the age of enlightenment, it's become the
norm to reject belief in miracles, revelation, magic, or the supernatural. but it's
only human to feel that delicious frisson of fear when things get a little strange.
Readable/Downloadable
third flatiron anthologies proudly presents "ain't superstitious," a double issue
packed with 26 stories of the weird, wild, and magical. "ain't superstitious" from
third flatiron offers the overheated imaginings of an international array of
storytellers, including amy aderman, ken altabef, james aquilone, christina bates,
gustavo bondoni, maureen bowden, spencer carvalho, john paul davies, sarina
dorie, judith field, adele gardner, lyn godfrey, bruce golden, eric j. guignard, john
hegenberger, benjamin jacobson, k. t. katzmann, e. e. king, andrew kozma, jacob
m. lambert, kevin lauderdale, gerri leen, dennis mombauer, will morton, sean
o'dea, and a. p. sessler. ...more

RUNNING FOR MY LIFE: ONE LOST BOY'S JOURNEY FROM THE KILLING
FIELDS OF SUDAN TO THE OLYMPIC GAMES
"running for my life" is not a story about africa or track and field athletics. it is about outrunning
the devil and achieving the impossible faith, diligence, and the desire to give back. it is the
american dream come true and a stark reminder that saving one can help to save thousands more.
lopez lomong chronicles his inspiring ascent from a barefoot lost boy of the sudan "running for
my life" is not a story about africa or track and field athletics. it is about outrunning the devil and
achieving the impossible faith, diligence, and the desire to give back. it is the american dream
come true and a stark reminder that saving one can help to save thousands more. lopez lomong
chronicles his inspiring ascent from a barefoot lost boy of the sudanese civil war to a nike
Readable/Downloadable
sponsored athlete on the us olympic team. though most of us fall somewhere between the
catastrophic lows and dizzying highs of lomong's incredible life, every reader will find in his
story the human spark to pursue dreams that might seem unthinkable, even from circumstances
that might appear hopeless. "lopez lomong's story is one of true inspiration. his life is a story of
courage, hard work, never giving up, and having hope where there is hopelessness all around.
lopez is a true role model." ?michael johnson, olympic gold medalist "this true story of a
sudanese child refugee who became an olympic star is powerful proof that god gives hope to the
hopeless and shines a light in the darkest places. don't be surprised if after reading this incredible
tale, you find yourself mysteriously drawn to run alongside him." ?richard stearns, president,
world vision us and author of "the hole in our gospel" ...more
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CHEETAH CHROME: A DEAD BOY'S TALE: FROM THE FRONT
LINES OF PUNK ROCK
here is the autobiography of cheetah chrome, lead guitarist of the dead boys, one
of the greatest punk bands ever. it’s a tale of success--and excess: great music,
drugs (he overdosed and was pronounced dead three times), and resurrection. the
dead boys, with roots in the band rocket from the tombs, came out of cleveland to
dominate the nyc punk scene in the mid-1970s. thei here is the autobiography of
cheetah chrome, lead guitarist of the dead boys, one of the greatest punk bands
ever. it’s a tale of success--and excess: great music, drugs (he overdosed and was
pronounced dead three times), and resurrection. the dead boys, with roots in the
band rocket from the tombs, came out of cleveland to dominate the nyc punk
scene in the mid-1970s. their hit “sonic reducer” soon became a punk anthem.
now, for the first time, cheetah dishes on the people he’s known onstage and off,
including the dead boys’ legendary singer stiv bators, johnny thunders of the new
york dolls, the ramones, the clash, pere ubu, and the ghetto dogs, as well as life at
cbgbs, a year with nico, and more. straight from the man, these are the backstage
stories that every punk fan will want to hear. never mind the sex pistols, here’s
cheetah chrome! ...more
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LEST DARKNESS FALL/TO BRING THE LIGHT
when rome fell, the light of reason flickered out across the empire. the dark ages
had begun. could a man from the 20th century prevent the fall of rome? when
lightning struck, martin padway was hurled backward into the sixth century. like
him, her fate was to bring rome into being. together, they must strive to bring the
light, lest darkness fall.
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TOO HURT TO STAY: THE TRUE STORY OF A TROUBLED BOY’S
DESPERATE SEARCH FOR A LOVING HOME
eight-year-old spencer takes himself to social services and demands to be taken
into care. it’s a desperate act, a cry for help, but his parent’s reaction – good
riddance – speaks volumes. immediately casey’s hackles are up for this poor
child: it seems he either comes to live with the watsons, or he’ll be sent to a
children’s home. spencer is the middle child of four sibli eight-year-old spencer
takes himself to social services and demands to be taken into care. it’s a desperate
act, a cry for help, but his parent’s reaction – good riddance – speaks volumes.
immediately casey’s hackles are up for this poor child: it seems he either comes to
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live with the watsons, or he’ll be sent to a children’s home. spencer is the middle
child of four siblings. his parents claim all their other kids are ‘normal’ and that
spencer was born ‘vicious and evil’. casey and her family are disgusted – kids
aren’t born evil, they get damaged. although when vigilante neighbours start to
take action and their landlord threatens eviction, casey is stretched to the limits,
trying desperately to hold on to this boy who causes so much pain and destruction.
casey is determined to try and understand what spencer is going through and help
him find the loving home he is so desperately searching for. but it’s only when
spencer’s mother gets in touch with social services for the first time that gradually
everything starts to make sense. ...more

OF BEETLES AND ANGELS: A BOY'S REMARKABLE JOURNEY
FROM A REFUGEE CAMP TO HARVARD
now in a paperback edition, this acclaimed memoir tells the unforgettable story of
a young boy's journey from a refugee camp in sudan to chicago, where his family
survived on welfare. mawi followed his father's advice to "treat people as though
they were angels sent from heaven, " and realized his dream of a full-tuition
Readable/Downloadable
scholarship to harvard university. updated wit now in a paperback edition, this
acclaimed memoir tells the unforgettable story of a young boy's journey from a
refugee camp in sudan to chicago, where his family survived on welfare. mawi
followed his father's advice to "treat people as though they were angels sent from
heaven, " and realized his dream of a full-tuition scholarship to harvard university.
updated with 14 black-and-white photos and a new epilogue. ...more
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THE PARTY BOY'S GUIDE TO DATING A GEEK (CLUMSY CUPID
GUIDEBOOKS #1)
ashley byrne only wants one thing in life: to finish his tattoo apprenticeship and
fulfill his dream of owning his own shop. in the meantime, he spends his nights
partying, flirting, and having sex. after all, what else is there for him to worry
about? aside from his hair and his clothes, not much. he’s hot, and rest assured no
one knows it better than him. he’s also used ashley byrne only wants one thing in
life: to finish his tattoo apprenticeship and fulfill his dream of owning his own
shop. in the meantime, he spends his nights partying, flirting, and having sex. after
all, what else is there for him to worry about? aside from his hair and his clothes,
Readable/Downloadable
not much. he’s hot, and rest assured no one knows it better than him. he’s also
used to getting what he wants—until he meets felipe navarro. fee navarro has
everything he needs: a great it job, a nice apartment, and all the high-tech toys his
geeky heart could ever want. he doesn’t do casual, and he knows guys like ash are
nothing but. ash may burn hot for fee, but fee isn’t willing to take a chance on a
vain, little party boy with too many tats and an oversized ego. he wants someone
to share his life with, and he won’t settle for anything less. too bad ash has never
been the type to give up easily. he has a plan, and he’s not stopping until he
proves he’s more than just a pretty face—he’s someone worthy of winning fee’s
heart. ...more

LITTLE WOMEN, LITTLE MEN &AMP; JO'S BOY'S (LITTLE WOMEN
#1-3)
little women and its two sequels all in one convenient ebook. complete with an
active table of contents. little women little men jo's boy's little women or,
margaret, jo, elizabeth and amy (commonly known as little women) is a novel by
american author louisa may alcott (1832–1888). the book was written and set in
the alcott family home, orchard house, in concord, massachusetts little women
and its two sequels all in one convenient ebook. complete with an active table of
contents. little women little men jo's boy's little women or, margaret, jo, elizabeth
and amy (commonly known as little women) is a novel by american author louisa
Readable/Downloadable
may alcott (1832–1888). the book was written and set in the alcott family home,
orchard house, in concord, massachusetts. it was published in two volumes in
1868 and 1869. the novel follows the lives of four sisters – meg, jo, beth, and amy
march – and is loosely based on the author's childhood experiences with her three
sisters. the first volume little women was an immediate commercial and critical
success, prompting the composition of the book's second volume titled good
wives, which was successful as well. the publication of the book as a single
volume first occurred in 1880 and was titled little woman. alcott followed little
women with two sequels, also featuring the march sisters, little men (1871) and
jo's boys (1886). ...more

OLIVER TWIST: OR THE PARISH BOY'S PROGRESS (FIRST AVENUE
CLASSICS)
raised in a workhouse for orphans, oliver twist never knew his mother, who died
just after he was born, and he has no idea who his father could be. he escapes the
workhouse and runs away to london, where he discovers the city's seedy
underbelly that teems with pickpockets and beggars. while making friends and
enemies in high and low places, oliver tries to avoid a life of raised in a
workhouse for orphans, oliver twist never knew his mother, who died just after he Readable/Downloadable
was born, and he has no idea who his father could be. he escapes the workhouse
and runs away to london, where he discovers the city's seedy underbelly that
teems with pickpockets and beggars. while making friends and enemies in high
and low places, oliver tries to avoid a life of destitution and crime in the corrupt
city. english author charles dickens' rags-to-riches story champions the poor and
examines social morals. this is an unabridged version of the novel, first published
in 1838. ...more
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A KID CALLED TROY: THE MOVING JOURNAL OF A LITTLE BOY'S
BATTLE FOR LIFE
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3500: AN AUTISTIC BOY'S TEN-YEAR ROMANCE WITH SNOW
WHITE
benjamin, a nine-year-old autistic boy with a love of disney, was taking his first
trip to walt disney world. the last thing his parents expected was to see him come
alive. what followed was a remarkable tale of inspiration, heartbreak, dedication
and joy as benjamin's family relocated from seattle to orlando in order to capture
that magic and put it to practical use. amids benjamin, a nine-year-old autistic boy
with a love of disney, was taking his first trip to walt disney world. the last thing
Readable/Downloadable
his parents expected was to see him come alive. what followed was a remarkable
tale of inspiration, heartbreak, dedication and joy as benjamin's family relocated
from seattle to orlando in order to capture that magic and put it to practical use.
amidst the daily challenges of life for an autistic child, benjamin's passion for one
particular theme park attraction would lead his family on a breathtaking journey
of hope and discovery. how many rides does it take for an ending to become a
new beginning? ...more

OLIVER TWIST, VOL 2 OF 3: OR THE PARISH BOY'S PROGRESS
(CLASSIC REPRINT)
excerpt from oliver twist, vol. 2 of 3: or the parish boy's progress when oliver
awoke in the morning he was a good deal surprised to find that a new pair of
shoes with strong thick soles had been placed at his bedside, and that his old ones
had been removed. at first he was pleased with the discovery, hoping that it might
be the forerunner of his release; but such thought excerpt from oliver twist, vol. 2
of 3: or the parish boy's progress when oliver awoke in the morning he was a good
deal surprised to find that a new pair of shoes with strong thick soles had been
placed at his bedside, and that his old ones had been removed. at first he was
pleased with the discovery, hoping that it might be the forerunner of his release;
but such thoughts were quickly dispelled on his sitting down to breakfast alone
Readable/Downloadable
with the jew, who told him, in a tone and manner which increased his alarm, that
he was to be taken to the residence of bill sikes that night. "to-to-stop there, sir?"
asked oliver, anxiously. about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of
thousands of rare and classic books. find more at www.forgottenbooks.com this
book is a reproduction of an important historical work. forgotten books uses stateof-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the original
format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy. in rare cases, an
imperfection in the original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated
in our edition. we do, however, repair the vast majority of imperfections
successfully; any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the
state of such historical works. ...more
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